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Brethren,
From the East 

I am past the hump, having made it through the first half of the year.  It has been busy but very rewarding 
getting to know the brothers and leading the lodge.  Actually, I have had rely on the brothers the last couple 
of months pretty heavily as my work life has been keeping me pretty busy.  I want to thank all of you who have 
stepped up to help me; it means a lot and is truly appreciated! 

Retractions:  

I made a couple of mistakes last month, so here are my retractions. 

The article on the trip to South Carolina was written by Brother Joe Gilkerson.  

The link to the Rainbow Girls did not work and is copied below: 
https://www.fredericksburg.com/lifestyles/healthy-living/autistic-girl-finds-her-voice-with-masonic-group-plans-
comedy/article_c1b43795-fef4-5dbb-881d-
74fd60535e08.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=user-
share&fbclid=IwAR36hXOCxpc8awCTMEevsyEoE2QJxOoW27ZXvKDAfrpvIUxzjGvkiiXZbEs  

Interest in The Lodge 

Prof. Michael Spencer from Mary Washington participated in a visit of the Lodge with Helen Ross, a board member with 
the Historic Fredericksburg Foundation., Inc., as well as a professional preservationist with VDOT. Profess Spencer did 
an architectural review of our building last year and when there are outside opportunities to further the history of 
Fredericksburg and the lodge, he brings them to us.  They visited the lodge and if any research is written that includes 
the lodge, it will be forwarded to us.   

Ms. Ross is currently conducting research on George and Robert Ellis, two prolific builders in Fredericksburg from about 
1816 until the 1830s. The Mason’s Lodge is one of their early buildings in Fredericksburg so examining its details, both 
in terms of construction methods as well as aesthetics, such as the mantle in the attic, are of interest in terms of better 
understanding their design and technique over time. Ideally this would help date and interpret other buildings in town 
that might have some connection with them. Attached is a quick comparison of the Lodge’s mantle with other mantles 
in town so you can see how they evolved over time, from the 1810s until about 1830, showing influences from Federal 
style to Greek Revival. 
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SEARCH FOR FREDERICKSBURG’s “LOST MASTER” – PART II 

In Part I of this Article, we discussed the story of Fredericksburg’s “Lost Master” and showed, with near certainty, his first 
name to be John. In this Article, we will discuss the search for the “Lost Master’s” more elusive last name.  We will begin 
with an observation from none other than M.W. William Moseley Brown, found among the typed notes for George 
Washington, Freemason, which are in possession of Lodge No. 4— 

D------, John   
This obliterated name is that of the WM on the earliest list of members 
 1 Sep 1752.   Was it Douglas?  

The term ‘WM’ is circled with a question mark in red ink, presumably in M.W. Brown’s handwriting, which suggests 
uncertainty as to whether this ‘John D------’ was in fact the sitting Worshipful Master of the Lodge, or simply presiding in 
the East on that particular night.  However, Fig. 1 of Part I shows there is a long curly brace to the left of the names of John 
D., Andrew Beaty, SW, Gavin Rodgers, JW, and Daniel Campbell, Secretary-Treasurer, along with the word ‘Officers.’  

That the “Lost Master’s” last name begins with ‘D’ seemed likely from comparing the top of the large loop in the first letter 
of his last name with other writing in the early minutes.  As stated in Part I, the conjecture was that the first several pages 
of the Minutes were written in the same hand by R.W. Campbell sitting as Lodge Secretary. There are many instances of 
large looping D’s in those early Minutes, including that of R.W. Daniel Campbell himself.  While this is not conclusive, it is 
highly suggestive and agrees with M.W. Brown’s notes.  See examples in Fig. 1 below. 

Figure 1 – Sample large looping D’s from (a) and (b) the Minute Book entry for September 1, 1752, and (c) Daniel Campbell’s June 28, 1754 letter to George 
Washington. 

The example on the left shows R.W. Campbell’s name three lines down from the Lost Master’s name in the Minutes for 
September 1, 1752. The middle example is from the name of Robert Duncanson, two lines below Campbell’s.  There are 
numerous other examples of the big looping D’s throughout the Minutes. The third example is taken from a surviving 
example of Daniel Campbell’s writing, a letter he wrote to George Washington dated June 28, 1754, which was retrieved 
from the National Archives.  This bolsters the theory that the early minutes were written in R.W. Campbell’s hand and 
supports what M.W. William Mosely Brown thought—that the “Lost Master’s” name was John D-----.  Now on to the rest of 
the name. 

The last name consists of two, or at most three, syllables, as can be seen by comparing its length to that of the first name.  
We can see the tops of the letters, and, among the cross-hatching partially visible at the bottom—the presumed first attempt 
to blot out the name—strokes that may be parts of other letters. From Fig. 2 in Part I of this Article, it appears there are at 
least two tall letters with strokes above the line and one letter with a long tail, which might be ‘g’ or ‘y,’ at or near the end. 
To summarize what we know thus far with near certainty, we know the last name must have consisted of at least two 
syllables. We think that the last name started with ‘D.’  We believe there are letters above and below the line.  Finally, we 
know the approximate handwriting style that was used. 

We are now ready to make an educated guess.  This new working theory is that the “Lost Master’s” name was…John 
Dandridge.  If this can be substantiated, it would have profound implications for the Lodge’s history, as discussed further 
below.  Using computer technology, we have removed the blotted-out portion of the image and superimposed a scaled image 
of Dandridge’s name in a similar flowing font to that used in the Minute Book.  

Figure 2 – At left, from top to bottom: The “Lost 
Master’s” name with the blotted portion removed 
and the ‘John’ from John Neilson superimposed, 
John Dandridge’s name scaled to fit (Edwardian 
Script font), the top of the name from the Minutes, 
and John Dandridge’s name in Edwardian Script 
with the same portion as in the Minute Book 
Removed.  At right are enhanced images of the name 
with the blotted portion removed, and finally the 
actual image superimposed over John Dandridge’s 
name as rendered at left. 



As a disclaimer, this is the work of an armchair historian aided by modern technology.  To substantiate this working theory, 
however, it became necessary to employ professional assistance. All the above work was done using the 1965 black-and-
white facsimile.  More professional efforts using the actual page from the Minute Book are described below. 

PROFESSIONAL INVESTIGATION 

The first step was having the Minute Book imaged under different lights by local law enforcement experts, to see if the rest 
of the name can be identified under the ink (Fig. 3 and 4).   

The forensic examination of the Minute Book yielded some surprising new information.  Shown below (Fig. 5 and 6) are 
enhanced photos of the page containing the “Lost Master’s” name under two different lights.  The first thing to be learned 
was that the name was effaced so vigorously that the underlying paper itself was partially destroyed.  This was known by 
the fact that the writing under the blot did not fluoresce as did the other writing on the page.  Fig. 6 in particular shows a 
dark rectangle where a strip of gauze was subsequently laid over the signature, repairing the paper but unfortunately further 
obscuring the name.    

Figure 3 – Minute Book imaged using 
modern science 

Figure 4 – Another view of the Minute Book imaging 

All is not lost, however. By 
handwriting analysis, the 
analysis, the writing in the 
Minute Book was compared 
to that in the aforementioned 
1754 letter from R.W. Daniel 
Campbell to Ill. Bro. George 
Washington.  This letter is 
currently in the possession of 
the Library of Congress. Based 
on this analysis, the experts 
determined the writing in  the 

two documents is a “probable match,” indicating that the early Minutes were indeed written in R.W. Campbell’s hand. 

Based on the match, three letters in the “Lost Master’s” name were tentatively identified—“T” and “h” in the first name, and 
the initial “D” in the last name, though as documented in Part I, the “T” is thought most likely “J” as in “John.”  At 
present, there are not enough points of agreement for the handwriting analysis to meet the standard of standing up 
in court. However, these findings at least appear consistent with the working theory.  Efforts are underway to 
analyze higher-resolution images of the Campbell letter and search for further samples of R.W. Campbell’s 
handwriting to see if more letters can be definitively identified. 

Figure 5 – Image of the page from the Minute Book 
under enhanced light. 

Figure 6 – Another image of the page from the Minute 
Book under enhanced light 

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 

The remainder of this article will consider the historical context and implications of this new theory. For John Dandridge 
was none other than the father of Martha Washington, America’s first First Lady.  If Dandridge was the “Lost Master”—
recall from Part I, this was not necessarily the first Master of the Lodge at Fredericksburgh—that would be a significant 
addition to our history.  He does not appear anywhere else in the Minutes, though this is hardly an argument either for or 
against a man whose name had been blotted out. (Recall this was a problem with the Simon Fraser theory, as he conferred 
the Royal Arch Degree in 1753.)   



The first question is—was John Dandridge a Mason?  There are no historical records to suggest he was…except for a short
excerpt from Callahan, Washington – The Man and the Mason, from 1911: 

Jacob Van Bramm, his early fencing-master; the Weedons and the Mercers; his brother-in-law, Colonel Fielding 
Lewis; John Dandridge, his wife’s father; the Warners, Spotswoods, Willises, Paynes, Balls, Popes, and FitzHughs 
were among the members of that now famous old institution, and a record of their meetings would be to us, who 
look upon the past with particular reverence, interesting indeed. 

This not only states that Dandridge was a Mason, but puts him in the same company with many who were influential in the 
early history of the Lodge, most significantly the Mercers, Weedons, and Fielding Lewis. Note however that Callahan does 
not offer any documentation for this claim. It also mentions Jacob Van Bram (name spelled variously), who was a prominent 
early visitor to the Lodge from Williamsburg.  There were many early visitors from Williamsburg, which is not surprising 
considering that Masonic activity has been recorded in Williamsburg since the 1730s and the central importance of 
Williamsburgh in the life of Colonial Virginia.  Dandridge was a wealthy planter in New Kent County and well-known in 
and around Williamsburg.  But John Dandridge also has a hitherto unexplained connection to Fredericksburg.   

The first question is—was John Dandridge a Mason?  There are no historical records to suggest he was…except for a short 
excerpt from Callahan, Washington – The Man and the Mason, from 1911:

John Dandridge is buried in the cemetery of St. George’s Episcopal Church, 
just down Princess Anne from the current Lodge building (Fig. 7)!  According to 
M.W. Silvanus J. Quinn, in his histories of the Lodge and City of Fredericksburg, 
this was a surprise when discovered.  There has never been a satisfactory 
explanation of what Dandridge was doing in Fredericksburg when he died there 
in 1756.  This theory could explain Dandridge traveling to Fredericksburg for 
unknown reasons during that time period.  There are of course many 
unanswered questions—Why was the “Lost Master’s” name blotted out?  Did Bro. 
George Washington have a connection with the Dandridge family prior to 
meeting Martha Dandridge Custis in Williamsburg in 1758?  Some of this 
is speculation, but fertile ground for future research.  

Lastly, we will leave you with a portrait of Col. John Dandridge, the subject of the 
new theory. 

Figure 7 – John Dandridge’s Grave in St. 
George’s Cemetery  

Figure 8 – Portrait of John Dandridge 



From  the Secretary's Desk 
Brethren, 

As we move closer to the end of the year there 39 members that have not yet paid their dues for 2019, of 
which 7 are delinquent with their 2018 Dues. The members that are delinquent have already been notified 
by the Grand Lodge with a letter and still have not made an effort to pay their dues. Their names have been 
read at the July Stated Communication and will be voted on at the August Stated Communication for 
Suspension for Non Payment of Dues.  

Please feel free to contact me if there are any questions. 

Fraternally 

Brother Michael Moses PM 
540.842.7376 

Upcoming Activities 
August Events 

Mow the Cemetery on the first and third Saturdays of the month 

August 9 
Dinner - hotdogs, burgers and barbecue in celebration of summer, served by the Rainbow Girls and Job’s 
Daughters 

Stated – We have Brother Dave Gardner from Williamsburg lodge who will be perform a musical presentation and 
show how music relates to Masonry. 

August 17/18 Blood Drive at Spotsylvania Town Center 

August 18  Rainbow Girls movie day at 2:00. Cost is $2 for popcorn and soda and the movie is Moana 

August 25 
Lodge Picnic – Picnic from 3:00 – 6:00. Bring a side dish or desert to pass, we will do the rest.  Pool from 6:00 – 
9:00.  This is at the Butler Road YMCA 

September 7 
Pancake Breakfast – During the pancake breakfast the Eastern Star will be holding their annual Silent Auction for 
our Law Enforcement Appreciation project, Stars Love Stars.    

September 13 

Dinner – This will be a Hawaiian themed meal served by the Eastern Star. 

Stated – Hawaiian Shirt night and Past Master Night.  I will leave the wild outfit to Bro. Stan this year! 





Officers of Fredericksburg Lodge No. 4 
Anno Lucis 6019 

Senior Warden Stanley Kennedy stankennedy@verizon.net 

Junior Warden Chris Tripp tripp4srramason@outlook.com 
Treasurer WB Charles Cooper ccooper627@cox.net 

Secretary WB Michael Moses fxbglodge4sec@gmail.com 

Senior Deacon Charles Derienzo chuckdirienzo@1976.usna.com 

Junior Deacon Joe Gilkerson gilkerson@hotmail.com 

Chaplin Rod Cutright cutrighttrl@gmail.com 

Senior Steward  Pat McConnell patmccnnll@gmail.com 
Junior Steward Mike Tucci tucci.michael@yahoo.com 

Marshal Keven Valentine vak242@yahoo.com 
Tiler Shawn Bryar asbryar@verizon.net 

Trustees 
Jeff St. Onge PDDGM 2019 
Charles Cooper PM 2020 
Dennis Berry PM 2021 
Chris Decker PM 2022 
Dan Goodwin PM 2023 

Carter G. Wells 1963 
Living Past Masters 

W. Robert Brammer * 2002 
Rudolph E. Griffith 1974 Sheridan G. Harrod 2003 
Henry W. Baker 1975 Jene G. Parrotte 2004 
Edward L. Donalson 1983 Steven W. Sanford * 2005 
Carlton D. Beach 1985 Richard D. Dey 2006 
Dennis W. Berry 1986 Anthony L. Rudder 2007 
Thomas C. Shelton 1988 Jeffrey D. St. Onge * 2009 
William J. White 1989 Shelton S. Mackey 2010 
James R. Adams 1992 Shelby L. Chandler 2011 
Robert W. Benish 1993 Christopher J. Decker 2012 
Michael J. McCray 1995 Christopher R. Wilson 2013 
Steven M. Gallahan 1996 Jeffery L. Mitchell 2014 
James J. Fox, * 1997 Jeffery P. VanCuren 2015 
Charles B. Pasto 1998 James L. Ragsdale 2016 
J. Travis Walker 2000 Michael T. Moses 2017 
Daniel W. Thompson 2001 Daniel T. Goodwin 2018 

* Past DDGMs
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